STAFF USE

Scanning Request
Special Collections
University of Arkansas Libraries
365 North McIlroy Avenue
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701-4002

Telephone (479) 575-5577
FAX (479) 575-3472
http://libinfo.uark.edu/specialcollections/
Telnet: tn library.uark.edu
login: infolink

Name (Please print)
Mailing Address

Request accepted by _______
Application form on file ________
Check one:
___patron brought clean zip disk
___patron buying zip disk from us
___ patron will wait for scan
___ patron will pick up in Sp. Coll.
___ mail disk to patron
___ email image to patron
.........................
Prepayment received __________
Amount __________
Scan made by __________

TO BILL TO ANOTHER DEPARTMENT ON CAMPUS:
Department to be billed ________________________

City, State, Zip Code

CCN __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ __ - __ __ - __ __ __ __
Telephone

Authorizing signature __________________________
Spec. Coll. initials _________ Date ______________

E-mail Address

NOTICE: W ARNING CONCERNING COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, U.S. Code) governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material. Under
certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified
conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be “used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research.” If a user makes
a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of “fair use,” that user may be liable for copyright infringement. This
institution reserves the right to refuse to accept a copying order, if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the order would involve violation of copyright law.

I have read the above NOTICE and I hereby request one scan of each of the items described below. These materials
are for my exclusive use, for the sole purpose of research or study convenience. I understand that I am responsible
for complying with the laws governing copyright and literary property rights. Deposit of copies (photocopies,
photographs, digital files, etc.) in another repository is prohibited unless specifically permitted in writing by the
Head of Special Collections, University of Arkansas Libraries.
I understand that I must also obtain permission from the original photographer/creator of each item.
Intended use of image(s) ____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
If publication is intended, please also complete the “Permission to Publish Request Form.”

Signature

Date
Prepayment required
All columns must be filled in for scans to be made:

Source of photograph to be duplicated:
Name of MS. Collection, MC no.,Box #, file #;
Picture Collection #, etc.

Item description

Resolution:
generally 300dpi

IBM or
Macintosh?

Save as:
generally TIFF
or jpeg

Notes about resolution and file formats: Higher numbers of dots-per-inch result in larger files. Also, TIFF files are significantly larger
than jpeg files. Currently we have success sending via E-mail files scanned at 150 dpi to 300 dpi and saved as jpegs, or smaller.

(Continue on back if necessary)

(Rev. Nov. 2006)

Researcher

Date

All columns must be filled in for scans to be made
Source of photograph to be duplicated:
Publication title, author, page no.;
Name of MS. Collection, MC no.,Box #, file #;
Picture Collection #, etc.

Item description

Resolution:
generally 300dpi

IBM or
Macintosh?

Save as:
generally TIFF
or jpeg

